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A Study on the Amenity Indicator in Urban Public Space 

Kim, Sei-Yong 
 

For the past thirty years, urban facilities were supplied under the keyword of mass and rapid construction in Korea. 
So, most of users' demand were ignored. Urban public space where city dwellers were supposed to enjoy the public life 
through mingling, were no exception. But some time have passed since the people have been demanding for the quality 
of life. So, superficial and conventional planting of trees, or redecoration does not directly translate into amenity.  

This study is the theoretical consideration about urban public space under the premise that urban public space is 
the physical realization of public interest and at the same time amenity for the sake of users is needed the most earnestly 
than any other public places.  

After the consideration of amenity which urban public space must have equipped with, I had a research under 
these processes.  

First, how the concept of amenity being used ambiguously was accepted in reality and to characterize what consist 
of amenity. I carried out the analysis of users' responses about the degree how much they felt being amenity at urban 
public space, especially, to Korea. In this process I got to extract amenity factors and the constituent element of those 
factors.  

Second, to the purpose of discovering problems that the extracted factors of amenity and the constituent element of 
those factors have, I carried out case study in the real areas to be targeted.  

Third, among the amenity factors and their constituent elements, to find out what has the hierarchy to form 
amenity, I made an indicator to measure the grade of amenity as a basis .for the quantitative evaluation about the 
amenity factors and their constituent elements with datum of the degree of relative importance by the specialists' 
opinions.  

Fourth, through those analysis about amenity in urban public space, I presented the suggestions to improve the 
amenity of urban public space, which afterwards can be applied to the planning and design for the urban public space. 
 

 

A Study on Policy-Oriented Strategies of City Internationalization in Tainan 
Chen, Kuan-Wei & Shih, Huan-Chih 

 

In the 21th century, the priority policy of government is to develop Taiwan as "Technology Island" based on Asian 
Pacific Region Operation Center (APROC).To balance industry development, there are second science-based industry 
park and technological industry park located in Tainan area. The industry policy wish to learn from Hsin Chu 
science-based industry park experience to develop prosperously for high-tech industry in Taiwan.  

Tainan is the forth-grade city in Taiwan, but it's the oldest city which has abundant cultural heritage, as the cultural 
style presented. To respond the global flow of product, labor, capital and information, city internationalization will be a 
new issue for its development Taipei is famous for its political and economic performance, and Kaohsiung plays an 
important role in the sea borne network to link globally. As for Tainan, we wish to make an international environment to 
meet the high-tech industry development rather than to make Tainan a "International city". Tainan city with abundant 
cultural heritage, which is under the policy-oriented development of high-tech industry, how to internationalize its 
settling environment is a significant issue for this paper. It reviews related research and analyzes the development 
strength, weak, opportunity, threat in Tainan to propose its development goal-objective system and relevant strategies. 
Then, the weight of goal-objective system and timing of strategies are achieved by distinguished experts questionnaire. 
Finally, it suggests the strategies of city internationalization and action plans timing for Tainan. 
 

 

A Study on the Urban-Formation Process of Kitakyushu City as An Industrial City 



Tomoyoshi HORI, Keiichirou HITAKA, Tokiko ITOU & Hiroshi NAKANO 
 

It is necessary for developing countries to nurture industrial cities. The industrial cities of Japan have supported the 
economic growth of Japan. They have experienced many problems in this process, and they have overcome these 
problems. The explanation of the development process of these cities gives valuable suggestions for the promotion of 
the industrialization in the developing countries. The object of this study is an industrial city, Kitakyushu City, which is 
a symbolic city of the modernization of Japan. The purpose of this study is to explain its urban-formation process of 
about 100 years. 
 

 

Development Impact of Urban Regeneration in the Pacific Rim Cities 
Hahn, Kun-Bae 
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Toward a Reflexive Theory of Planning Action : Two Perspectives and a New 
Synthesis 

Lee, Dong-Uk 
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Strategic Planning as an Improving Direction in Urban Planning 
Ahn, Tae-Hwan 

 

This paper is intended to analyze the problems of traditional planning procedure from the theoretical view of 
strategic planning, and then suggest its improving directions for future planning.  

Strategic planning typically focuses on large organization, not on a community. However, strategic planning is one 
way to help organizations and communities deal with their changed circumstances. It can help them formulate and 
resolve the most important issues they face. Thus strategic planning is a positive technique for improving the 
competitive position of a city.  

Research method of this paper is based on literature studies on strategic planning and comprehensive planning. 
 

 

Citizen-Made Master Plans as a Tool for Participatory Machizukuri(Community 
Building) 

Shun-Ichi J. WATANABE 
 

The history of "rnachizukuri", or residents' campaigns for a better local environment, has unfolded over three 
decades in Japan. One of the most important aspects of machizukuri is local people's participation in the planning 
process. This has been boosted particularly since the City Planning Act was amended in 1992 to introduce the municipal 
master plan system, which should include physical proposals both for the entire municipal area and for the 
sub-municipal areas. Once, participation was merely an ideal or a slogan, but now it has become a reality thanks to the 
development of concrete tools such as "town watching" and "workshops". Among such tools is the "citizen-made master 
plan", which is the central theme of this paper.  



In the past few years, a significant number of citizens' groups all over Japan have started making and publicizing 
"master plans" for their own municipalities as part of machizukuri activities. I call such plans "citizen-made master 
plans" to distinguish them from "official master plans", which are prepared by the municipalities in accordance with the 
legal requirements of the above Act. According to traditional planning practice, the master plan, as the official policy 
statement of the city's future urban environment, should be made only by the municipal body, and not by a private group 
of citizens. So how should we understand this new tool for participation, and orient it within a future planning system?  

There exist some studies in workshops,1) but very few on citizen-made master plans.2 ) In order to understand 
such plans, we should first investigate the background to the existing cases and the contents of the plans. Based upon 
these findings, I would then like to:  

(1) Consider the significance of citizen-made master plans in terms of participatory machizukuri; and  
(2) Explore possible future perspectives for the better utilization of these plans. 

 

 

The Facilitation of Inhabitant Organization Participation : An Empiric Study with 
Respect to the Distance between a Dwelling and the Location of an Organization in 
Pyongtaek, Korea 

Min, Chang-Kee 
 

This paper seeks to excavate the factors related to increasing the activities of inhabitant organizations such as the 
frequency of meeting and it's degree of unification with respect to the distance between a dwelling and the location of 
the organization to know how territory facilitates the organization's activities. Using the ANOVA test and the Spearman 
correlation of the Chi-square, this paper found that the mean of frequency of meeting for the organization in each 
territory is not different except between the zone outside of the city and any zone in the city. It also found that the 
organization affecting people's individual problem solving, such as mitigating their daily stress and the development of 
human relations, is most significantly related to the distance between one's dwelling and the location of the organization 
in the zone within the neighborhood. The organization affecting social problem solving, such as participating in the 
cleaning movement of the community and participating in cultural activities, is most significantly related to the 
frequency of meeting or the degree of unification in the large sized zone of life. 
 

 

A Study of the Social Impact of the Private Sponsored Urban Renewal : 
A Case Study of Taipei City 

Chen, Bertin 
 

When cities experience growth, maturity and decay, they will continue the life cycle by urban renewal or 
redevelopment. In Taiwan, there are three approaches to urban renewal: rebuild, renovation, and maintenance. The most 
widely used approach is rebuilt. Since the "filtering down" of the housing market, the inhabitants of the slum areas will 
be the latent social impact. Their houses will be dismantled and they must move to other places when the government 
cleans up the slum areas. In addition, it will derive social impacts regarding the motives and methods of the private 
sponsored urban renewal  

Since 1988, the Taipei City government has drafted 26 urban renewal plans. Recently, the government encourages 
private sectors to be more actively involved in urban renewal projects. Now there are a few urban renewals that have 
been passed and some are ready to be implemented. In this paper, therefore, the author will introduce theories of urban 
renewal Second, construction companies and developers proceeding urban renewal projects will be visited to explore 
the motives and methods of the private sponsors. The last section will identify issues and examine possible social 
impacts that the private sponsored urban renewals exert. Governmental policies will be proposed as well. 
 



 

The City and Land Use Planning for Creating a Pleasant Living Space 
Chung, Kyung-Chae 
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A Study on How Resident's Territorial Recognition and Neighborhood Social 
Structure Relate to Spatial Understanding in a Traditional City - A Case Study on 
Shinmonzen Street in Kyoto 

Hiroto KOBAYASHI & Junzo MUNEMOTO 
 

In this study, we treated a historical street, which still consists of traditional houses, not only as a space composed 
of physical building elements, but also including the residents' lives, and their inherent inter-relationships. This was 
done in order to clarify the social relationships, as well as to understand how recognition of the urban space relates to 
the "real" urban space; our hypothesis being that the spatial identity of the street coexists with the existing social 
relationships. The purpose of this study was to try to understand which factors effect the changes. 
 

 

Survey on Lighting and Visual Environment in Tokyo and a Comparison among 
Asian Megacities 

Hirotaka SUZUKI, Yasuo HIBATA & Isao TSUKAGOSHI 
 

The lighting and visual environment is among the most important factors that constitute quality of life and must be 
taken into account in order to achieve sustainable development of urban megacities. The objective of the present paper 
is to compare the findings of surveys conducted for Tokyo and other Asian cities in order to clarify the lighting and 
visual environment in urban megacities. We conducted a survey of residents in Tokyo, Seoul and Bangkok. The survey 
contains 14 questions, which are arranged in the following categories: Sunlight, Windows, View, Electric light and Total 
environment.  

Simple totals and cross totals were used for analysis. For each question, a Chi-square test is used to clarify the 
relationship between answers to questions and survey area, housing tenure, type of housing, number of stories, which 
floor the residence is located on and structure.  

From the Tokyo survey, the following results were obtained: (1) A sufficient duration of daily sunlight coincides 
with previous research. The demand for sunlight remains high, despite numerous changes in lifestyle and changes in the 
distribution of lighting fixtures. (2) The contentment level of sunlight environment is nearly sufficient regardless of 
housing type or residential area. (3) The view from housing windows is insufficient. (4) The quantity of sky at window 
effects to contentment level of environment outside of window.  

Comparison with Asian cities revealed the following: (1) Differences exist in the perception of the quality of the 
lighting and visual environment. These differences generally vary according to climate or the beliefs and customs of the 
residents. The residents of Tokyo are primarily concerned with the sunlight environment, whereas the residents of 
Bangkok are primarily concerned with view condition (2) Windows and installed devices are also perceived differently. 
(3) The desire for sunlight is common among all residents surveyed, despite cultural and other differences. 
 


